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to help him compose music for traditional human
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On The Cover: Preston Trombly
TITLE OF WORK YOU CHOOSE - 2009
found objects/mixed media assemblage
As a composer, Trombly’s music was widely
performed especially in the 1970s and 80s. More
recently his work as a visual artist has been recognized with a number of exhibitions in the NY
and tri-state areas. He also hosts a daily classical
music program on Sirius/XM Radio. To see more
of his recent work, visit www.prestontrombly.net
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+ bravi to

Bridge Records, for receiving two Grammy
nominations: George Crumb’s “The Winds of
Destiny,” with Soprano Barbara Ann Martin and
Orchestra 2001 led by James Freeman, and Yehudi
Wyner’s Piano Concerto Chiavi In Mano, with
pianist Robert Levin and the Boston Symphony
Orchestra under Robert Spano.
Yehudi Wyner, for his Grammy nomination of
Chiavi In Mano, released by Bridge Records. (See
Bridge)
Susan Narucki, for receiving the Samuel Sanders
Collaborative Artist Award for “The Light that is
Felt – Songs of Charles Ives,” a CD released by New
World Records (80680). She and her collaborator,
pianist Donald Berman, were honored at the annual
Classical Recording Foundation ceremony and
benefit held at Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall
last Nov. 24th.

+

+ letter to the
editor

Errata:

In the last issue of NMC
(Letters, p. 5), we neglected
to mention that letter
writer Donald Nally also
happens to be the Chorus
Master at the Lyric Opera
of Chicago.
We also apologize to
Sergio Cervetti (Recordings,
p. 17) for citing the
incorrect country of his
birth. It is Uruguay, not
Ecuador.
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Elliott Carter, on the occasion of his 101st
birthday (Dec. 8, 2009), which was celebrated
on February 1, 2010 by Bridge Records with the
scheduled release of “Elliott Carter, Vol. 8,” a twodisc set that focuses on Carter’s most recent work
(15 in all). The dates indicate that he composed
at least 3 works at the age of 100. (See Recent
Releases for further details.)

PRISM, the classical saxophone quartet, for the
feature article on the group written by Vivien
Schweitzer in the NY Times, Jan. 31, 2010 in
anticipation of its appearance at Le Poisson
Rouge that evening. The article quotes members
discussing how the group has developed over
the past 25 years from a quartet with limited
literature to a fully accepted musical force
for which many new works are now being
written. Prism is currently made up of Timothy
McAllister, Zachary Shemon, Taimur Sullivan
and Matt Levy. [You can read the article – if still
online – at www.nytimes.com/2010/01/31/arts/
music/31prism.html]
Judith Shatin, for her appointment as resident
composer at California Summer Music and at
Wintergreen Performing Arts during July, 2010.
Both institutions will feature her music, and she
will serve as master teacher for the composition
programs.
[As always, Bravi to... is expressly designed for NMC
subscribers and supporters. If you are in that category,
we invite you to submit your outstanding news to us
promptly (e-address is on page 2)... Please note that
italics indicate a complete composition, quote marks the
title of a CD album.]

Dear NMC,
While at times complimentary I thought your
comments in the “Picture This” article in your last
issue about my music and videos for the most
part lacking insight and very general. I already
stated in a private letter to you why and won’t
repeat it here, but in particular your comments
about Variations on a Thin Red Line (“a video
that runs far too long for its content, especially as
images are continually repeated, is mystifying”)
misses the point and still don’t make sense to me.
I stated in the intro to this piece - “As an experiment I’ve cut a trailer from a cool film by Terrence
Malick called The Thin Red Line and began

placing various pieces of music I’ve composed
against this repeating trailer. I find the results
quite interesting.” Now maybe you didn’t find
it interesting, but I don’t consider it mystifying.
Certainly the music itself was worth commenting on not to mention the concept or editing.
If anyone is interested they can find Variations
on a Thin Red Line, other videos and many
samples of my music at: charlesmazarakes.com
and myspace.com/charlesmazarakes
Charles Mazarakes, Composer
San Diego, CA

a note from the editor
For the past seventeen years, New Music
Connoisseur has been one man’s labor of love.
Barry Cohen (with help early on from Peter
Kroll) bravely filled the gap left by the estimable
and long-missed Ear Magazine, which ceased
operations in the early 90’s. Now, this issue of
NMC marks Barry’s retirement as publisher and
editor, though he will stay on as a contributor and advisor for a long time to come. But
this issue also marks the turnover of NMC
to two venerable organizations – the Center
for Contemporary Opera and the American
Composers Alliance. CCO is in the middle of
its 27th season and since its inception it has
premiered over 50 new operas and musictheater works. ACA has just celebrated its
72nd year, and is the oldest composer’s service
organization in the U.S. In short, both CCO
and ACA were founded precisely to foster and
sustain music made by composers of the 20th
and 21st centuries and to support the musicians
who bring this music to life and keep it alive.
Grateful for my association with both organizations – as Vice President of ACA from 1989 to
2000, and now as Composer-in-Residence at
CCO, I am delighted and honored to serve as
NMC’s new editor.
No doubt the first thing you noticed about
this new issue of New Music Connoisseur is its
striking cover – an image of Preston Trombly’s

*

which can only be understood, if understood
at all, by a closer look at its moving parts and
the larger world those moving parts inhabit: the
world of composers, performers and theorists,
groups and organizations.
You may ask why, in these times of e-readers,
blogs, and streaming audio, we pour attention into a printed magazine, which can only
be delivered to your mailbox by a method still
threatened by snow, rain, heat, and gloom of
night. Musicians, after all, are among the most
tech-savvy groups in our midst. But musicians
still get excited by sounds made from fingers
stopping strings, covering holes, pressing
keys, pushing valves, or delicately balancing
wood; in short, they are a tactile bunch, and
so while words are meant to be read they are
also meant to be underlined, circled, scribbled
over and snipped. So for the time being NMC
will continue to be something you can stuff
into a backpack or guitar case and carry onto a
subway, airplane or a park bench.
On behalf of Barry, ACA, and CCO, I hope you
like what you see and read in these pages. If
you do, the best way to show it is by subscribing, or if already a subscriber, by renewing your
subscription. We proudly present this issue as
a modest, but promising new beginning. Our
hope is that NMC’s coverage and readership will

we proudly present this issue

as a modest, but promising new beginning.
“Sonata #2”, a mixed-media assemblage made
from piano parts in combination with other
materials and artist pigments. In this work
Trombly deconstructs a musical object to its
basic components and reveals a fascination with
how those components work together to create
not just something more than their sum but an
object unique in the world. We chose this piece
for our cover because it is this same fascination
which grips the typical NMC reader. Our readers
– those who care about new music (the kind
of music Otto Luening once described as the
“R&D of the music business”) approach a new
composition the same way Trombly approaches
his canvas, as a network of sonic relationships

grow many times over, that it will appear more
frequently than twice a year, and that it will
still be around when the music covered in these
pages no longer deserves to be called new.
Those who undertake the challenge of writing
about music – theorists, historians, critics,
poets, journalists – learn quickly that music does
not yield to verbal description very easily. Our
writers – and you will hear from new ones each
issue – agree to take on that challenge because
they have something to say. Please read on.
Michael Dellaira
spring 2010
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performance reviews
From the House
of the Dead
by Daniel Felsenfeld
December 7, 2009

The prevailing critical view of operatic culture
is that when the best-heeled New Yorkers
go to their most vaunted – to a fault – opera
house, they want to be transported, to have
eyes full of beauty and ears charting a chase of
the sublime. Sure, they like tragedy, but they
like it festooned with glittering high notes and
cocktails between acts, dinner after.

of the Dead, an opera never before staged
at the Met, was a bona-fide hit. Tickets were
at a premium to watch an ensemble of men,
none of them opera superstars, endure the grit
and fear of state-imposed exile in an etiolated
spiritual wasteland, with little narrative to speak
of, characters difficult to distinguish from one
another, and not one crushing soprano aria
to be found. I feared half-empty houses and
critical vivisections in both the papers and the
demanding blogosphere, but on the final night
of this unilaterally lauded production, a welldeserved standing ovation resounded at the
full-to-capacity opera house. I could not have
been more wrong.

Sometimes, however, this is just plain not true.
Take the overwhelming success of Patrice
Chéreau’s stark production of Leos Janaceck’s
(underutilized) opera – a setting of
Dostoyevsky’s novelization of a Siberian prison,
unmatched in the repertoire for an overall
grey-hued mise en scène (even Lulu feels like a
wheel of colors by comparison), with a libretto
by the composer and which first premiered in
1930, two years after his passing. From the
opening darkness rent only by the lighting
of a single match (shades of Ian McKellan’s
Richard III in London two decades ago, which
commenced the same way), From the House
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Making an opera comprised almost entirely of male voices (excepting a few soprano
prostitutes) is a daring and difficult mission – it
works very well for Billy Budd, less well for
Gatsby, and few other examples. Janaceck,
being the echt-modernist he was (or hell,
even post-modernist) is able to overcome this
aesthetic obstacle with his usual triumph,
which works for several reasons.
For one, his vocal writing is, as always, masterly
in that he aims obsessively to build music that
mimics speech patterns down to their fleetest
nuance. A true performance of his stage works

staged at the
in their intended language features singing
that lies somewhere between opera and
Sprechstimme. But it is in his orchestral writing
that his true genius lays, creating an orchestra
that churns and burbles beneath the quasicantellation, not merely an accompanying force
to buoy up the vocal lines but more like a Greek
Chorus able to comment simultaneously.
The evening’s real star was not a singer (this is
an ensemble show; nobody ought to stand out,
it would defeat one of the main points) not
Richard Perduzzi’s haunting and large set, not
Chéreau’s staging but the former wunderkind
and constant presence on the world stage
conductor (and, for the record, composer) EssaPekka Salonen, whose debut at the Met is indeed long overdue. From the opening moments
to the final blows – 90 intermission-free minutes
later – Salonen was uncannily in charge, pacing
this grim show with extraordinary urgency,
drawing the necessary quotes around the title’s
word “dead” because these souls in prison are
anything but. The orchestra, one of the best in
the world, has seldom sounded finer. And with
no lead character to follow, no arias to repeat,
and no plot to communicate, Salonen gave the
audience a lucid and brilliant introduction to the
evening’s secret hero: the composer. Hopefully
mine is not the only imagination positing

an opera never before

Met, was a bona-fide hit.
Salonen’s Pelléas, Rake’s Progress, Peter Grimes,
Wozzeck, Le Grand Macabre, etc. at the Met.
Janaceck’s libretto for From the House of the Dead
plays like a contemporary reality show: this is not
a story about people but about a situation. These
dead souls tell stories (arias being the precursor to
“talking head” moments) to which one is never
sure who is listening, or if anyone is listening at all
– for example, one inmate regaled his cell, choc
full of prisoners, with stories of his former life.
Nobody looked in his direction, nobody moved,
nobody was in a position to hear him – and yet,
he kept on talking. This is pure Dostoyevsky, at
least in spirit: any reader of his novels, stories, and
especially his A Writer’s Diary, knows him to be as
much the accomplished fantasist of the brutally
dispossessed as needle-eyed chronicler of the
same, charting with blood-chilling realism man’s
capabilities for violence, cruelty, suffering, ennui,
hysterics, desperation and murder. His observations about the dark side of humanity gave what
teems beneath society’s rocks a loud and often
hysterical voice, and Janaceck the composer –
forever a precursor to so much part-and-parcel of
modernism – follows him fearlessly into the dark.
If there was one problem with the production it
was in the cluttered nature of Chéreau’s staging.

It was not without brilliance – detritus crashed
to the floor from the rafters which all onstage
were forced to sweep up; a crush of nude
and ravaged men appeared out of a stage left
mist; a tenor (the astounding Eric Stoklossa)
turned a traditional alto role into a campy-butdevastating drag turn – but, even for an opera
in which clumping up and meandering is de
rigueur, it tended to lack focus, and not in that
experimental regitheatre sort of way. As lofty
and foreboding as From the House of the Dead
was as a piece of stagecraft, it led me to wonder what a baby-with-the-bathwater politically
minded staging of a Peter Sellars might look
like (Guantanamo Bay?), or, more to the point,
a direct and über-violent/sexualized realization
of Christopher Alden, whose Don Giovanni
across the pavement at City Opera was, to me,
the triumph of the season. And while it seems a
kind of golden rule at the Met to overstuff the
stage with as many souls as possible to give the
impression of maximum spectacle, this herding
weakened the impact of an already-confusing
piece. The lone set, which had a kind of lofty
grandeur like a granulated blowup Xerox of a
Chirico painting, while gorgeous, did not need
to be filled to make its point – in fact, a little
more dead space might have been appropriate.
II

photo credit: Ken Howard / Metropolitan Opera taken at the Metropolitan Opera
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performance reviews

A Dark and Thorny Night
by Barry O’Neal © 2009

Ralph Shapey – Composer Portrait. Miranda Cuckson, violin, viola and artistic director, Argento Ensemble, Michael Galante, conductor, New York
Woodwind Quintet, Talujon Percussion Quartet; Miller Theater, Columbia
University, November 17, 2009
It is very heartening to report that the new management of Miller Theater at
Columbia University (Melissa Smey, Director) has continued the Composer
Portraits Series introduced by former director, George Steel. The concert on
Tuesday, November 17 was devoted to the music of the great curmudgeon of
American music, Ralph Shapey (1921-2002), who famously sought to withdraw
his works from performance during the Vietnam War period.
The first work on the program, Movements (1960) for Woodwind Quintet,
seemed designed (and chosen) to reinforce the image of Shapey as a bad boy of
music, irascible and indifferent to the old fashioned notion of making any effort
to please an audience. In a word it was ugly. The use of the shrill upper registers
of the flute and clarinet in the harsh opening seemed deliberately created to be
off-putting. The program notes emphasized the influence of Varèse and there
was some of that composer’s disruptive love of fierce dissonance, but without a
trace of his elegance, in this work, which fortunately was only ten minutes long.
It was played with great flair by the New York Woodwind Quintet.
After that bracing call to order, the rest of the concert was engaging and
something of a relief. Miranda Cuckson, who curated the program, was joined
by the accomplished pianist Blair McMillen in Five (1960), for violin and piano.
They made a strong case for this intriguing work, whose terse and pungent
writing for the instruments was infused with Shapey’s understanding of and love
for the violin, the instrument he studied as a boy. The capriccio (2nd movement)
with its Paganini-esque capers for violin was brilliantly dispatched by these two
young virtuosi. The scherzo (4th movement) was also a standout, with the violin’s
melodic phrase dueling with a catchy piano riff. The way in which the composer
used these basic ideas and changed their metric position in relation to one
another, showed compositional imagination and skill of a high order.
The first half of the program ended with a brilliant performance by clarinetist
Charles Neidig and an ensemble consisting of Ms. Cuckson (violin), William
Purvis (horn), Mr. McMillen (piano) and Dominic Donato
and Michael Lipsey (percussion) of Concerto for Clarinet and
Chamber Group (1954). The one movement Concerto was
often mercurial with ideas rapidly tossed between soloists
and ensemble, but included a curious (and almost lovely)
waltz-like central section and a ferocious finale, full of sharp
accents and a higher level of dissonance. The work was written while Shapey was living in Florence, Italy and that may
explain the Italianate exploration of the sonorities possible
with this combination of instruments, which reminded the
listener of the music of Luigi Dallapiccola. And typically, for
a mature Shapey work, there was a recapitulation of the
opening march-like gestures at the end to round out the
piece. After the intermission, the Talujon Percussion quartet
(actually in this instrance consisting of five players) presented
the most engrossing, satisfying work on the program and
the most recent, Interchange, written in 1996. It is one of
the works based on a twelve-tone row Shapey referred to
as the “mother lode,” and which he used for most of his
later compositions. Emphasizing pitched percussion (timpani,
Ralph Shapey
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chimes, vibraphone, xylophone, marimba,
glockenspiels and crotales) with un-pitched
percussion adding rhythmic accent, interchange
is in effect a symphony for percussion. The
four movements: Intro: Maestoso – Variations,
Scherzo, Canzonetta, Rondo (which, once
again returns to the opening gestures of the
piece) were brilliant played by the members of
the group (Dominic Donato, Tom Kolor, Matt
Ward, David Cossin and Michael Lipsey). The
scherzo had fugal elements and the enchanting
canzonetta made atmospheric use of bowed
crotales, chimes, vibraphone, glockenspiels and
marimba. This was followed by the earliest
work on the program, Etchings, for solo violin,
beautifully played by Miranda Cuckson. A
seven-minute suite in five movements, Etchings
once again displayed Shapey’s affection for, and
ability to write idiomatically for, the instrument
of his youth. The vaguely D-centered tonality
of this early composition was a bit startling in
the context of the high modernism of the rest
of the program, but it was so sweetly played
by Ms. Cuckson no one would be inclined to
complain (though there were a few smiles and
giggles at some of the tonal cadences).
Finally, there was Three for Six (1979), a
substantial chamber ensemble piece performed
by the Argento Chamber Ensemble (Erin Lesser,
flute, Carol McGonnell, clarinet, Miranda
Cuckson, violin/viola, Gregory Hesselink, cello,
Joanna Chao, piano and Matt Ward, percussion), conducted by Michel Galante. The lengthy
first movement, in ten sections, each scored
differently, was written with virtuosic command, the clamorous opening fanfare returning
in an almost rondo-like manner (but varied
each time à la Shapey). The slow movement
(Semplice, tenderly, cantabile) beginning with a
long ruminative viola solo, to which the other
instruments, especially bass clarinet, flute, cello
and piano, added discrete comments, was very
beautiful. The finale, Maestoso vigoroso, returns
to the fanfare idea of the opening of the piece,
but also includes a striking descending arpeggioidea for temple blocks and piano, which sets up
a jaunty pattern that recurs in combination with
the fanfare material to create a very satisfying
end to this very well-made piece.
In keeping with other recent Composer Portraits
concerts at Miller, the very cogent and helpful
program notes were by Paul Griffiths. With the
exception of Movements, all of the music on
this sampling of Ralph Shapey’s art is well worth
getting to know better. His was a fascinating
musical mind and there is a voice in his music
that is original, compelling and completely
formed in the best examples of his art. II
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Orchestral
Underground:
conversations
by Anne Eisenberg

Roger Zare, Time Lapse; Sebastian Currier,
Next Atlantis; Pachito D’Rivera,
Conversations with Cachao; Anne Manson,
conductor; Zankel Hall, January 29, 2010
The young American composer Roger Zare
was inspired by photography when he wrote
“Time Lapse,” an inventive and lovely orchestral
piece that had its world premiere on January
29 at Zankel Hall in a concert of the American
Composers Orchestra.

Zare seeks to create a musical counterpart to
time-lapse photography, where weeks-long
processes like plants growing and budding are
speeded up and shown in seconds. He is also
interested in the opposite technique: high-speed
photography, when the path of, for instance,
a speeding bullet is slowed down and made
visible in a series of exposures.
Zare’s piece “Time Lapse” (an ACO/Underwood
commission) is a musical version of these visual
expansions and contractions, but it’s heard
instead of seen in vibrant, unusual music
ingeniously orchestrated for strings, wind, brass
and percussion to play with our sense of time.
The excellent conductor Anne Manson led
the orchestra expertly through the complex
score. In it, fast-moving packed passages full of
glissandos, shimmering strings, echoing chimes
and roaring climaxes change to attenuated,
stretched-out passages punctuated with eerie
but exhilarating sounds before snapping back
again into fast, tumbling full orchestral lines.
Some of the unusual sound effects were
achieved by the piano that had been “prepared,” in the manner of David Tudor, here with
the addition of magnetic tape. For one effect,
Peter Basquin, the pianist, held the free end
of a long piece of ordinary magnetic tape of
the kind found in cassette players. Before
the performance, he tied one end of the
two-to-three-foot piece of tape to the
lowest C string on the piano. When the
sound was called for, he pushed down
the pedal on the piano and rubbed
a finger along the magnetized side
of the tape, creating an unusual
bowing effect that separated
and stretched out tones. Zare
was inspired by photography
in creating “Time Lapse,” but
he wisely doesn’t dim the
lights and add an attentiongrabbing video of corn
growing or plants budding.
Instead, it was just the
music that filled the mind
and ear.
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That was not the choice of Sebastian Currier,
whose work “Next Atlantis” (an ACO/Goelet
commission) followed Zare’s on the program.
Currier, interested in using stringed instruments
to evoke the sounds of water, created two
versions of “Next Atlantis,” one with string
quartet and pre-recorded sound, another for
string orchestra, pre-recorded sound, and an
accompanying video created by Pawel Wojtasik.
It was the video version that premiered at the
Zankel concert, shown from the beginning
to the end of the piece in a continuous series
of vivid and dramatic images that gradually
drew away much of the impact of the elegiac
music. In “Next Atlantis,” the strings imitate the
sounds of water, and the sounds of water are
heard, too, in the electronic gurgles and drips,
and that come from the speakers ringing the
hall. But the video shots of New Orleans and
the surrounding bayou that accompany these
sounds, especially the close-ups of the serious
faces of people standing amidst the ruins
created by the hurricane Katrina, steadily leech
attention from the music.
No such visual competition happened in the
second half of the program, which showcased
a concerto by Paquito D’Rivera, “Conversations
with Cachao,” based on traditional Cuban
music. Before the music started, there was a
short video of D’Rivera, talking about the man
to whom he pays homage in the concerto,
his friend and fellow musician Israel ‘Cachao’
Lopez. But the video didn’t share the stage with
the music: D’Rivera waited until it was done to
lead the concerto. He was the center of the performance, joking with the audience, tapping his
feet in their two-tone shoes, and playing both
solo clarinet and alto sax, often in duets with
the expert bassist Robert Black. The eclectic
music, combining mambos with the occasional
Hungarian folk rhythms and even echoes of a
bar mitzvah, delighted the audience. It was a
frigid night in New York, and the winds were
whistling down from the shallow lobby into
the two stories of escalators at Zankel, creating
what is probably New York City’s only concert
location with a wind tunnel. But people were
whistling D’Rivera’s warm Cuban melodies as
they left in the chill. II

New York City
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The New York City Opera
Returns Home
by Barry O’Neal © 2009

The New York City Opera, Soloists, Chorus and Orchestra conducted by George
Manahan. Esther, music by Hugo Weisgall. libretto by Charles Kondek; Saturday,
November 7, 2009

The New York City Opera is back among us as a full fledged performing institution. After a
troublesome anneé de pélerinage, in which the company gave a few concerts at various venues
and two concert performances of Samuel Barber’s Anthony and Cleopatra at Carnegie Hall,
but garnered more attention in the news columns for its troubles than in concert reviews, the
beleaguered company has returned home. It began its shortened season of five productions
in the newly renovated David H. Koch Theater, formerly the New York State Theater (renamed
for a major patron, whose donation made the renovation possible), with a mixed program of
opera and musical excerpts on Thursday, November 5. The season’s first complete opera was
a revamped production of Hugo Weisgall’s three act opera, Esther, given Saturday evening,
November 7. Esther was given its world premiere by the New York City Opera in 1993.
It was, on the whole, an inspired choice by the new General Manager and Artistic Director,
George Steel. Never one to play it safe during his years as director of the innovative Miller
Theater at Columbia University, Steel reminded the musical community with this bold choice
for opening his first season at the helm, of what we owe the New York City Opera for its
long sponsorship of opera by living composers. To choose Esther, instead of a more conservative item from the company’s past (The Ballad of Baby Doe or Regina, for example), was to
announce to the world that the new regime was going to be true to its calling and present
contemporary works as well as the classics in future productions.
The news is good all around: the refurbished theater is now a friendlier venue for opera.
The design team has greatly improved the auditorium’s acoustics. The controversial “sound
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enhancement” system is gone. The orchestra
pit has been expanded (it can be raised or
lowered depending on the acoustical needs
of the show at hand, and holds up to 100
musicians) and by taking out the carpeting that
covered the walls, as well as the floors, the
sound has become livelier and truer to voices
and instruments. From a seat in the center of
row L in the orchestra (now blessed with two
aisles) on November 7 and from a seat in row
A of the fourth ring (November 13), the sound
seemed natural and voices can be clearly heard
over the large orchestra Esther requires. The
seats are also very comfortable; giving good
back support and the legroom is ample.
The production too, by Jerome Sirlin (sets),
Joseph Citarella (costumes) and Robert
Wierzel (lighting) and directed by Christopher
Mattaliano, based closely on the original 1993
production, was handsome, relying on simple
moving panels, projections and simple props,
with rich looking and colorful costumes,
for its successful “Persian”atmosphere. The
cast could not have been better with Lauren
Flanigan as Esther, a part she created in 1993,
tender or riveting and stentorian, as the
situation required. James Maddalena, as her
uncle Mordecai, Beth Clayton, the banished
queen, Vashti, Stephen Kechulius, the easily

the new regime was going to be true
to its calling to present contemporary works as
well as the classics in progressive productions
manipulated King of Persia, Xerxes, Roy
Cornelius Smith in an auspicious debut as the
villain, Haman and Margaret Thompson, as his
wife and backbone, Zeresh, were all first rate.
Also outstanding in a smaller part, Gerald
Thompson made a sympathetic Hegai, the
eunuch in charge of the King’s harem, who
grooms Esther for greatness. The chorus and
orchestra, under the direction of the expert
George Manahan, sounded well rehearsed
and performed splendidly.
Esther itself, is a hard nut to crack. Hugo
Weisgall (1912-1997) was a serious exponent
of atonality and his later operas use a very
personal version of the twelve-tone idiom.
The story, a faithful adaptation of the old
testament book, Esther, tells the story of how
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a young Jewish maiden came to be Queen of
Persia, and save her people, captive in Persia,
from extermination at the hands of the King’s
principal adviser, the evil Haman. A story
of vengeful dimensions, the opera in this
production begins with a striking image of
hanging bodies and a gravedigger. Only at the
end, when this image returns, do we realize
that these bodies are those of Haman and his
ten sons, executed at Esther’s behest,
after she has revealed to the King that she
herself is a member of the Jewish community
that Haman has conspired to destroy. The
story is effectively told in Charles Kondek’s
expert libretto and there are powerful
choruses for the outcast Jewish people,
paraphrasing passages from the Psalms and
prophetic books of the old testament (“Why
do the nations so furiously rage together,” et
al.). The work is serious, well made and musically thorny. The shade of Arnold Schoenberg
(Moses und Aron) lurks in the background,
understandably for a twelve-tone opera with
a biblical theme. Weisgall, the author of some
ten operatic works, was an experienced hand
at operatic construction and sets the text to
be heard and understood. Thus the supertitles
are often superfluous. With its solo scenes
and duets, grand choruses and even, in the
third act, a brief ballet, Esther has all the
trappings of an old fashioned Grand Opera.
But, with the exception of the lovely writing
for women’s voices in the harem scene and
some of the music of Esther’s solos there
is not much sensuous content (a la Puccini
and Strauss) and certainly nothing so vulgar
as a memorable idea or “tune.” All is stern,
“modern” and not very audience friendly. Part
of the problem is the often grey sound of the
orchestration. There are sporadic attempts at
stylized “middle eastern” melos, but nothing
remotely tacky à la Saint-Saens. The overall
effect is harsh and the astringent idiom serves
to emphasize the earnest and preachy aspects
of the story. Still, though one is rarely moved,
one is never bored.
Esther, is a powerful piece and though it will
never be a standard repertory item, it was a
worthy and bold decision with which to open
the New York City Opera’s season and the
audience was warm in its response to this fine
production. One hopes that other companies
with the necessary resources will elect to present this work or look into some of Weisgall’s
other operatic works, especially Six Characters
in Search of an Author, his memorable
operatic version of the Pirandello play. II

“Love Has A
Bitter Core”

Recent Operas in Revival
& Premiere
by Leonard Lehrman
Listening today to the Met rebroadcast of the
Feb. 1, 1958 matinee of Vanessa by Samuel
Barber, honoring his centennial this year,
one can’t help remembering what a gorgeous piece that was, written for the singers
who premiered it, whose vocalism could be
emulated but never eclipsed in subsequent
revivals. “Outside this house, the world has
changed; life is faster than before,” sang
Nicolai Gedda, changing the word “swifter”
(on the recording) to “faster.” I remember
folks saying how ironic it was that Gedda, the
only non-native English speaker, was the only
one whose every word could be understood.
“Love has a bitter core,” the main theme of
the canonic ensemble, could be applied to
all the works reviewed in this column. “Must
the winter come so soon,” the very first aria,
written for Rosalind Elias, is also the finest;
it became a kind of theme song for her. I remember my conducting teacher Tibor Kozma
saying, nastily, that Gian-Carlo Menotti’s
greatest contribution to American opera was
writing this work’s libretto and then not setting it himself, letting his partner Sam Barber
write the music – some of the most beautiful
music he ever wrote. Then again, one could
take issue with even calling the work an
“American opera,” as there is not one note
in it that brands it distinctly American, as
opposed to European. But as I tried to make
clear in my last column, as non-Europeans are
gradually becoming a demographic majority
in the U.S., it would be a mistake to discount
the valuable part of our culture that is in fact
European.
Much American music, from Copland to
Blitzstein to Thomson to Siegmeister to Piston
and so forth, is in fact descended from the
French tradition, via Nadia Boulanger, whose
teacher was Gabriel Fauré. It was a rare treat
to enjoy his sumptuous 1912 opera Pénélope
well sung, for the most part, in the original
French at Manhattan School of Music’s
student production Dec. 9, 11 & 12, 2009.
Soprano Lori Guilbeau vocally filled out the
title role nicely, with tenor Cooper Nolan as

Ulysse leading an able supporting cast, all
well-paced by conductor Laurent Pillot. The
piece is full of langorous longeurs, but to
these ears at least deserves as much credit for
atmosphere as Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande
which preceded it by a decade or two.
Regrettable perhaps, though hardly avoidable,
in this time of controversy over the conduct
of war, was the opera’s, and the story’s,
bloodthirsty ending, in which all the suitors
are ruthlessly and triumphantly slaughtered.
(For a happier, more American, ending to the
Odyssey story, see John Latouche’s & Jerome
Moross’s treatment of it in their masterpiece,
The Golden Apple!)
Slaughter is also the theme that inevitably
haunts the conscience of the title character
in Esther, Charles Kondek’s masterful libretto
for Hugo Weisgall’s second or third-best
opera (after Six Characters in Search of an
Author, which I know and love, or Nine Rivers
from Jordan, which I’ve only heard about),
written for Lauren Flanigan back in 1993,
and revived by New York City Opera with her
(no longer exactly 17, but still radiant) in the
title role, in sold-out performances this past
November. Except the librettist cleverly begins
and ends the opera in the graveyard, as the
heroine’s conscience struggles to come to
terms with the situation she found herself in
that led to the death not only of the villainous
Haman and his wife but of their ten sons as
well. Weisgall’s music has been criticized as
unmelodic. It’s not; it’s just not harmonic, in a
traditional sense. His determined atonality has
inspired successors from Harold Blumenfeld
to Bruce Saylor to Edward Smaldone, none of
whose original music you’re likely to go out
humming, but whose structural integrity and
dramatic effect are always worthy of respect.
He also inspired composers like his students
Gerald Cohen and Charles Osborne to write
on Jewish themes.

There have been many treatments of the
Purim story, from Racine’s to Milhaud’s to
Donald Sosin’s, the latter sporting as its
most memorable line: “Mordecai grew up in
Shushan, where he was a little Shushan boy.”
This latest staging managed to add a bit of
sensuality by including a few top-free ladies
in the toilette scene, perhaps to compensate
in part for not following the stage directions
that specify Queen Vashti’s expressively baring
her breasts at one point. I recall a Dresden
Yiddish troupe performing Itzak Manger’s
version of the story, exulting in the chant
“Vashti muß nackt auf der Bühne stehn!”
(“Vashti must appear onstage, naked!”) Not
with opera singers in today’s climate, no; ain’t
gonna happen.
Well, maybe in a small theater, with students,
as productions of works like Hair get revived
all over the place. But at the Leonard Nimoy
Thalia Dec. 29 & 30, all the mermaids were
overclothed in the After Dinner Opera
Company’s sold-out premiere production of
The Day Boy and the Night Girl by soprano
Geraldine Farrar’s granddaughter Jordan
Wentworth Farrar, who also conducted the
small instrumental ensemble in the pit. The
company deserves credit for “keeping on,”
these 60 years, and there were some inspiring
moments, musically, but mostly the composer
had written as though all sopranos had the
range and stamina of her grandmother,
and these days, especially with student
casts – here drawn largely from artistic
director Louisa Jonason’s classes (and some
gifted alumni) at Mercyhurst College – such
demands are just a bit beyond what could be
expected to be their capacities. The audience
seemed to love them, though. So keep on
keepin’ on, ADOCO. II
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e percussion
the ingenuity ofstth
rather ole the show
Flute 311
by Nancy Garniez

December 7, 2009 at Christ & St. Stephen’s
Church, New York, NY
In a concert entitled Flute 311 (3 transcriptions, 1 world premire and 1 mystery) Paul
Lustig Dunkel performed together with his
long-time collaborator, pianist Peter Basquin,
joined by accordionist Matt Van Brink and
percussionist Joseph Passaro. My only reservations are strictly non-musical: One had to
assume that Mr. Dunkel was responsible for
the transcriptions as well as for the program
notes as neither were explicitly credited. The
notes provided a strong contextual sense of
the works as well as of the event and the
players. I appreciate knowing who has thus
engaged my attention and I look forward to
more such notes, next time preferably in a
larger font.
Most evident throughout was Mr. Dunkel’s
love of playing; such artistry makes talk of
technique irrelevant. It never came into question. One might argue with a tone color here
or there, but those are signs of a personality at work. What was remarkable was his
unflagging energy through a very demanding
program. When it ended I had the feeling he
could go on for two more hours.
The transcriptions are clearly the work of an
artist with an insatiable desire for more repertoire and for access to substantial works by
composers not necessarily associated with the
flute. Mr. Dunkel understands the power of
registral extremes and of extraordinary effects
on the cello. He made the unlikely translation
of these elements into the relatively restricted
sonic territory of the flute with respect and
imagination. Both magnificent sonatas, the
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Debussy and the D minor Shostakovich, use
the full capacity of both cello and piano
to evoke a correspondingly broad range of
drama, emotion, and humor. I know the
works well having performed them many
times, yet I felt only rarely that anything was
amiss or lacking. Both musicians command
and adapt the material from every musical
perspective. I can’t recall hearing a flutist so
effectively integrate rapid-fire staccato with
breathing – surely the trickiest aspect of
transcription from bowed to wind instrument.
In both works Mr. Basquin made completely
convincing that these were flute/piano duos,
so well did he adjust his sound to this radically different acoustical environment.

I was struck immediately in the Debussy by
the subtle coloring of pitch in the first movement, by the wild runs and octave breaks to
evoke the illogical extremes of the second
movement, and by the exuberance of the
finale. If I were a flutist I would rush to get
this music, grateful for the opportunity to
experience Debussy’s treatment of raw
dramatic elements, musical subject matter not
associated with the flute until the late 20th
century.
The Shostakovich evokes madness, despair,
rage contrasted with extraordinarily intimate
warmth. I was especially moved by the quiet
end of the first movement and the fleeting
arpeggios of the second, in which the piano’s
extreme registers worked well to achieve a
match between the two instrumental timbres.
Sustaining the long lines of the Largo posed
no difficulty for these players, who achieved
an elegant stillness at its conclusion. In the
fourth movement superbly played manic
scales suddenly galvanized attention to the
piano; the passage that followed was one of
the few in which I felt that the flute separated too much from the unrelenting piano

left hand. This may have been intentional
– such separation is a device appropriate to
Shostakovich, but at this particularly exposed
spot I found it unconvincing.
The least satisfying work on the program was
the opening Bach C Major Sonata, played
with accordion. The program notes seemed to
invite being taken to task by purists. I am in
complete agreement with Mr. Dunkel about
the flexibility of musicians in the Baroque
era, and I do not question the accordion as a
serious instrument. But my initial delight at the
combined sound of the flute with this gentle
reed quickly palled. The accordionist’s articulation was not a good match for the clarity of
the flute: the instrument spoke slowly and
the sounds too often simply evaporated. Also,
there were balance problems: the bass at times
overwhelming the middle voices.
Michael Gatonska’s Sugar Maple Cosmica, a
world premire, is a duo for flute and nonpitched percussion. Despite the virtuosity of
the flute part, the ingenuity of the percussion
which included, besides conventional instruments, such common kitchen objects as a large
pot, plastic bags, and crumpled paper, rather
stole the show. There were, of course, exceptional moments, especially a stunning passage
in which the alto flute, played extremely lightly
and with great agility, perfectly matched the
percussion. Suddenly time stood still.
The concert ended with Trs Estudios
Tanguisticos” by Astor Piazzolla, with all four
players and the audience having a splendid
time, acknowledged with a well-deserved
standing ovation. II

celebrating Ursula Mamlok
by Nancy Garniez
The music of Ursula Mamlok is intelligent,
sensual, lyrical, and witty. She delights in short
forms and in playing with timbre as much as with
notes. She gives chamber musicians a lot to work
with. That players of several generations enjoy the
challenge was evident in the Continuum concert
“Celebrating Ursula Mamlok” in Merkin Concert
Hall on January 13.

Moran Katz. Katz was joined in “Confluences”
(written for Continuum in 2001) by Cheryl
Seltzer, piano, Renée Jolles, violin, and Joanne
Lin, cello; and in “Rhapsody” (1989) by Seltzer
and Griffin. Also performed: “Sonata for Violin
and Piano” (1989) (Jolles and Sachs); and
“Girasol” (1990) (six players conducted by
Sachs).

Continuum played a total of eleven works spanning
almost fifty years including three world premières:
The exuberant “Arabesque for Solo Flute” (1960),
written during Mamlok’s study with Stefan Wolpe,
and performed by Ulla Suokko; “Aphorisms II for
Clarinet Duo” (2009), elegantly played by Charles
Neidich and Ayako Oshima; and the amusing
“Love Song for Two Pigeons” (1991), a gift to her
husband, premièred by Joel Sachs. Paired with these
firsts were “Variations for Solo Flute” (1961) and
“Sculpture I” (1964) for piano.

Much of the effect of Mamlok’s short forms
comes from the players’ engagement with
sound. From the shrill triple fortes of the solo
flute to the barely audible triple pianos of the
solo viola; from Still (as if suspended) – a characteristic indication – to the Joyful last movement
of “String Quartet No. 2” (1998) Mamlok
knows how to structure a satisfying concert
experience. Her attention to the minutiae of
sound is riveting. The complex textures of
larger, denser works like “Girasol” ideally evoke
risk-taking abandon, difficult to achieve with
limited rehearsal time. The dramatic effect of
each work might have been even more evident
had the composer’s preference for brevity been
honored by a shorter overall program. II

The program favored the intimate aspect of
Mamlok’s distinct rhapsodic voice, most fully in
evidence in performances of violist Stephanie
Griffin in “From My Garden” (1983); and clarinetist
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Soft Tones and
Hard Hits

something that uses the label. Melanie is a
soprano with a near spinto-like upper tessitura
that simply is not conducive to the blues.

By Barry L. Cohen ©2009

“Skins and Breath,” presented by
Composers Concordance. Melanie
Mitrano: 9 songs; 7 songs by various
composers; six works for drumset. Melanie
Mitrano, soprano; Peter Jarvis, percussion;
Judith Munro de Wette and Matt King,
piano. The Players Theatre, NY, NY. Nov.
18, 2009.

Melanie Mitrano

Without question the energetic Gene Pritsker,
who organized this Compcord program, has
become an asset to Compcord, certainly if one
relishes fresh ideas over programmatic formality.
Sure, there’s a hit-or-miss element in such an
enterprise, but surprise will always be waiting
in the wings. The sexual overtones present in
the very title of the two-part program (in effect,
two separate concerts) had little to do with the
concert’s content. The great delight for me was
the gifted musicianship and quiet sensibility of
Melanie Mitrano, whom I see projecting not
just more and more talent, but real brilliance, in
each new encounter with her fine voice.

the themes of these songs are true harbingers
of great things to come for Melanie...

In her opening remarks she conveyed the idea
that jazz can be merged with traditional classical styles. In fact, she had the notion – some
might say audacity – to call that part of the
program “Jazzical Songs for Jazzical Cats.”
Some of the seven composers she began
her program with, like Paul Bowles (“Sugar
in the Cane”), Christopher Berg (“Poem”),
John Musto (“Could Be”) and Lori Laitman
(“Money”) were firmly on that bandwagon;
their music was bouncy and/or bluesy and
reminiscent of that world. But she was a lot
better in the very moody “Waitin’,” by Bolcom
and Weinstein, the stylish “Lending Our
Books,” by David Eddleman and Hal Sirowitz,
and the searing “Insomnia,” by Hoiby and
Bishop. But were they really jazz? They were
good art songs, and I will give the soprano
credit for above-average selections. But she is
certainly not Ella Fitzgerald or Sarah Vaughan
or Billie Holiday who sang genuine jazz, not
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But then she turned to her own original vocal
music. The themes of these nine songs are
true harbingers of great things to come for
Melanie, for they reveal someone not averse
to sharing daily experiences with her listeners, even if some may find these ideas a bit
too honest. Her song “Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder” certainly sounds too real not to be
the confession of a person favoring the Tony
Randall half of The Odd Couple. The words,
“You could actually perform surgery in my
kitchen if you so desired ... which would
require that the operating table be situated at
the left-hand side of the room,” are priceless,
especially when she takes the last part of that
line and lurches into a sudden prestissimo.
But the next selection she performed was
to me the highlight of the entire evening.
Also quite personal, as it was written for her
11-year old son Alec (who plays a “mean
trumpet”), “Aries and Gemini” begins with big
chords in the piano and moves on to heartfelt
lines that are rich in sonority and, yes, sincerity,
using the idea of the differences between the
two zodiac signs in a touching stroke of reconciliation. In “Langue Partage” she was helped
by pianist Matt King, who sang his duet part
well enough. For a moment I thought the song
would be going in the wrong direction. But the
opening lines, (woman) “I remember it was
the month of May”... (man) “I remember it
as June,” did not lead into the device used in
the Lerner-Loewe song, “I Remember It Well,”
(sung by Hermione Gingold and Maurice
Chevalier in Gigi.) In that entire number the
memory disagreement makes for a cute gag.
Melanie is savvy enough to go off in another
direction; her song is about the notion of
harmony and of reaching across borders for
mutual understanding.
No doubt, Melanie is familiar with the vocal
canon. We can’t help thinking of the song
“The Moon and I” from Gilbert and Sullivan’s
The Mikado as we listen to her “I am the Sea,”
in which there is reference to the sea, the sun,
the moon, the earth. Whether or not there
was any actual borrowing, the concept of
analogizing nature with human conditions is
there and is effectively done.
The final selection was her “Toccata Talk to
Me,” a humorous, offbeat number about a
love relationship between a woman and Bach’s

s Hard Hits
Toccata and Fugue in D minor. In this song
Melanie actually sounds like a jazz singer,
confirming my earlier observation that at heart
she is more a composer for her own voice than
an interpreter of the standard jazz repertoire

Melanie’s songs generally have a meaningful
theme. I also find her “My Finest Hour” to be
a marvelously concise statement on the power
of positive thinking. “Tether Your Sorrows,”
“Card Shark,” with help from her husband
Joe, and “Wednesdays,” are all fine songs, as
well. She had assistance this evening from two
good pianists: Judith de Wette Munro, who
had plenty of virtuosic passages to perform,
and Mr. King, who is very comfortable with the
jazz style and ran off many skillful riffs.
Now to the “Skins.” Well, in all honesty I
found this part of the program problematic,
although there’s no denying the extraordinary
artistry of Peter Jarvis. Six very active and
well-known composers had just written works
exclusively for him (commissioned by Calabrese

Brothers), and they all knew what they were
doing in terms of writing for that instrumental
combo. But close to one hour of music for
drumset is not exactly music for meditation,
especially in a venue with such sharp and
unforgiving acoustics as the Players Theatre,
and after so many glorious musical lines from
Mitrano. Most of the subtleties were lost.
Interestingly, the two opportunities taken by
this set of composers to bring in other instruments (or, more correctly, another instrument)
did not add to the melodic possibilities. For
it was computer electronics that were used
by Anthony Cornicello (Janaka Blast) and
Carlos Delgado (Inward). While the former’s
interest lay in its patent rhythmic drive (some
of it in 7/8 time), I found the concise work
of Mr. Delgado especially haunting in its
brief moments. In fact, when I jokingly asked
the composer after the concert whether he
had intended to write a piece for drums and
ghosts, he told me with disarming sobriety
that the work came about after the death of

his brother, and that his brother had spoken
to him in a dream. He admitted that’s what
inspired the work.

All I can say about the other four works is that
they were about equal in musical effectiveness,
with each composer finding a rhythmic idea to
work with and develop. For the record “Skins”
also featured works by David Saperstein (Drum
Set Solo, 2008), Darren Gage (Gimme Five,
2009), Wayne Peterson (Trap Drum Fantasy,
2008), and Mr. Pritsker (Opposite Extreme of
Benevolence, 2009).
Once again, I found myself perplexed by the
decision to keep the lights off during the Jarvis
“concert.” This was more than a matter of
personal preference. When asking the composers to rise (many were in attendance) no one
could see who they were. In retrospect, may I
suggest to Mr. Jarvis that next time he ask the
composer, or all the composers, to come up
to the stage where we can see them. II

aco
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A PASSION FOR THE
21ST CENTURY
By Barry O’Neal

James MacMillan: St. John Passion; Sir Colin Davis conducting the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Tanglewood Festival Chorus, and Christopher
Maltman, baritone; Symphony Hall, Boston, MA, January 21, 22 & 23, 2010
When it was announced that the Boston Symphony Orchestra would present the
American premiere of James MacMillan’s setting of the Saint John Passion under
the direction of Sir Colin Davis, in whose honor it was commissioned, a visit to
Boston was definitely in order. The work, which was given its world premiere by
the London Symphony Orchestra in April, 2008, was commissioned by the Boston
Symphony and the London Symphony Orchestra among several other performing organizations. As an admirer of MacMillan and his setting of The Seven
Last Words from the Cross in particular, I purchased the recording by the LSO
when it came out last year and was greatly impressed by the work. Heard at two
performances in Symphony Hall, the work reinforced my initial impression. It is a
powerful, frequently shattering and moving setting that confirms the 51-year old
Scottish Roman Catholic as one of the finest composers of our time.
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MacMillan chose to set St. John’s narrative of the Passion despite its controversial
anti-Semitic tone, because he has a deep personal association with the text. It was
the last Gospel narrative to be written, probably written down seventy years after
the events it depicts and is generally though to have been aimed at a Greek audience. MacMillan divides the story into nine movements for baritone solo, mixed
chorus, chamber choir and orchestra, and ends the work with a tenth movement
for orchestra alone. The baritone sings the role of Jesus (called Christus here),
the chamber chorus, usually in homophonic four-part writing or melismatic
unison, sings the narration - the part taken by the tenor Evangelist in the Bach
Passions – and the large chorus plays all the other roles, from various crowds to
Pilate and Peter. In addition, the large chorus ends each of the narrative sections
with a motet-like setting of a Latin (and in one instance Latin and Greek) text
that comments pointedly on the story. The orchestra called for is not particularly
large (double or triple winds, 4-3-3-1 brass, one percussionist, chamber organ
and strings), but it is colorfully and pictorially deployed. The music is mostly tonal,
but uses standard 20-21st century devices: clusters, sliding tones in chorus and
orchestra, bitonality and chromaticism to the point of near atonality, to conjure
up the tense atmosphere surrounding the arrest, trial and crucifixion of Jesus.
MacMillan used the revised standard translation of the New Testament and
updated that language in one or two spots, but has followed the narrative as
given in St. John’s gospel faithfully. He has divided the Gospel narrative into
two parts (and nine sections) with an intermission between parts one and two.
The one significant English language interpolation is section No. 8 in part two,
which has the baritone singing the text of “The Reproaches,” in alternation with

the large chorus intoning the Greek hymn
“Hagios o Theos” in both Greek and Latin. It
is the most operatic section of the work. The
text will be familiar to both Roman Catholics
and Episcopalians from its use in traditional
Good Friday services where it is incorporated
into the Stations of the Cross. It is the voice
of God rebuking the Jewish people for their
rejection of God’s ministry in the person of
Jesus and makes a powerful climax to the
work. However, coming as it does between
Jesus’ last words to his mother (“Woman,
behold your son,” et al.) and the subdued
depiction of his death (section No. 9), it is an
oddity that tends to undermine the sense of
Jesus willingly accepting the burden placed
upon him by his father, as well as representing
a change in point of view for the soloist, from
son to father.
My other reservation concerns the use of the
large chorus for all the other characters in the
passion drama (the woman identifying Peter,
the officer who slaps Jesus, Peter, Pilate, et al.),
as well as the various crowds and groups (the
crowd seeking Jesus in the garden, the Priests,
the soldiers, etc.). Though MacMillan delineates them by separating men and women
where appropriate, it might have been more
effective to assign individual voices or singers
to the major players (Peter, Pilate). I think it is
easy to see why MacMillan did what he did.
Since there are no arias for individual soloists
(as in the Bach Passions), the need for major
solo voices is minimal and furthermore without
them the words of Jesus stand out more
starkly. Still, I feel the short solo roles could
have easily and more effectively been handled
by individual members of the chorus.
That said, the music is, for the most part,
fantastic, evocative and fiercely appropriate to
the drama. The huge choral outburst, “Jesus of
Nazareth,” in the first section when Jesus asks
the mob whom they seek, which is followed
by a pastoral duet for two flutes, mostly in
thirds accompanied by pizzicato strings, the
brass fanfare (shades of Britten’s War Requiem)
that precedes Jesus’ description to Pilate
of his kingship (“My kingship is not of this
world…”) and the hair raising hammer blows
from the orchestra (reminiscent of the opening
of Siegfried’s Funeral Music from Wagner’s
Götterdämmerung) that cut through the
chorus’ “Christum iudaeis traditit,” followed
by bare fifths in the high wind instruments

that end the third section, are the touches of
a master composer at the peak of his powers.
The words of Jesus to his mother from the
cross (section seven) are simply and movingly
set and are followed by a macaronic setting of
the Stabat Mater text in Latin in counterpoint
with fragments of “Lulla, lulla,” ending with
a quote from the Passion Chorale to the
words “My boy, my boy your sacred head is
wounded,” that is simply breathtaking.
The Passion ends with a piece for orchestra
alone (Sanctus Immortalis, Miserer nobis)
and seems to be a personal comment by the
composer (a la the final interlude in Berg’s
Wozzeck) on his faith and the meaning of
the story; it is a deeply felt threnody for Jesus
Christ and the suffering world he came to save,
and it speaks volumes in the way only music
can. After a somber opening of quietly rumbling low winds and strings, a string threnody
built from a four note motive rises to a glowing
climax, with the addition of a hymn-like horn
theme, before subsiding back to the muttering
bass instruments again.
The Boston Symphony’s performances of this
tremendous 90-minute work could not have
been more inspired. Sir Colin Davis obviously knows the work from the inside out, and
Christopher Maltman, who was the original
Christus, sang with great power and nuance.
The Tanglewood Festival Chorus arguably
surpassed the London Symphony Chorus on
the recording, and the Boston Symphony was
every bit as well prepared and insightful as the
London Symphony Orchestra. As usual, the BSO
program book was a model of presentation
with complete libretto, excellent notes by Robert
Kirzinger and tips on how to read more about
James MacMillan and hear more of his music.
Those who are interested in large-scale works
for chorus and orchestra are urged to purchase
the LSO Live recording on the Orchestra’s own
label. Sir Colin Davis conducts with Maltman
in the solo role. MacMillan’s St. John Passion
is mysterious and does not give away all its
secrets at first exposure, but like so many
important works it grows and resonates
with each hearing. I believe it is one of the
major musical compositions of our time and
with it James MacMillan has consolidated his
position as one of the most profound and
expressive composers of the age. II
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MONROE GOLDEN:
ALABAMA PLACES
by Andrew Violette

Monroe Golden has written a gorgeous tapestry of sound in his Alabama Places, at times
a drop-dead beautiful microtonal virtuosity.
Alabama Places, “the fruit of an introspective journey,” is a set of twelve duets for
piano and microtonal keyboard, conceived
on the scale of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier
“but in overtone-based harmony rather than
key relationships.” (all quotations are from
the composer’s copious and clear notes). “The
keyboard is detuned by an interval between
4 and 48 cents, in 4-cent increments, for
each of the twelve pieces. Thus, the entire set
explores twelve different 24-note scales made
up of two asymetrical 12-note equal-tempered
scales. Available pitches at a given moment
correspond to overtone relationships from fundamental frequencies that also shift in 4-cent
increments.” Each section is given a poetic
name (Iron Road; North Shelby; Natchez Trace;

Monroe Golden:Alabama Places

2365 Cahaba Road; In Pell City I-V; Tensaw;
Demopolis; Montevallo; Coosa Basin; Piedmont;
Scarham Creek; Section 16) which corresponds,
in the mind of the composer, to a particular
place. “The choice of place is
serendipitous [but] the microtonal structure is completely
conceived.” The detuning is
as follows: 28, 40, 8, 16, 20,
36, 48, 12, 44, 24, 32 and 4
cents detuned respectively.
The various patches used
are plucked strings, piano,
harpsichord, reed organ,
acoustic bass, accordion and
others. Monroe uses hocket
(as creatively as in Louis
Andriessen’s Hocketus and
Hout) in order to accentuate
the different notes in each
of the scales and to focus on
the detuning throughout. The
five parts that comprise In Pell
City are made in collaboration
with the poet Linda Frost. Her
poetry reminds Golden that
“the closest places can sometimes be the least familiar” –
an apt observation in a work that systematically
detunes various synthesizer patches in duet
with a regularly tuned piano. On the CD the
set is performed without the poetry. But there’s
a bonus mp3 file on the disc with Ms. Frost
reading her work The Pell City Poems along
with the music. In Montevallo, another piece
in the Alabama series, Monroe explains that he
had his “first experience with electronic music
and the Moog synthesizer while a University
of Montevalla student in the early 80s, hence
the sawtooth-like timbre of the keyboard and
fleeting prog-rock references.” Section 16 (the
last piece in the group) is in eleven sections,
each of which corresponds to one of the eleven
previous pieces. It is “intended to serve as an
anchor for the full set of works.” Golden’s
first CD, A Still Subtler Spirit, is a more varied
catalogue of microtonal writing, beginning
with Vegan Permaculture for four microtonal

Performed by Ellen Tweiten, Kurt Carpenter (keyboards) and Linda Frost (reading her
own poetry). Innova 680 73:38 2007 MONROE GOLDEN: A STILL SUBTLER SPIRIT Rusty
Banks (guitars), Adam Bowles (piano), Doug Bristol (trombone), Kurt Carpenter (conductor), Gene Fambrough (percussion), Kevin Grigsby (piano), Kathryn Venable (soprano)
Living Artist Recordings Vol 11 72:11 2003
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“drumming” guitarists. Here the guitars are
restrung and retuned with a total of twelve high
E strings (each tuned to a slightly different E).
The result is a voluptuous cascade of guitar licks
(think Liszt meets Scelsi). The piece is as subtle
as any for guitar by John Schneider, Harry Partch
or Lou Harrison. By Nary is for microtonal piano,
chimes, alto flute and trombone. Each octave of
the piano is tuned to the first twelve primenumbered partials (2,3,5,7,11 etc). The chimes
are tuned to the next six prime-numbered
partials (41,43 etc.). Here a series of duets “self
destruct, atrophy or transform” with a bright,
clear sound reminiscent of the best metallic
work of Evelyn Glennie. In Walden Songs for
mezzo and piano the vocal part is written in a
harmonic tune-ing system with certain pitches
inflected 1/10 flat, 1/6 tone flat, 1/5 tone flat,
etc. which gives the part, oddly, an improvisation quality reminiscent of the string quartets
of Monroe’s teacher Ben Johnston. Loci, for
flute and electronics, was written in collaboration with Roumanian composer Aurel Stroe. It
could have descended into a pale version of
one of Berio’s Sequenzas or, worse yet, one of
Mario Davidovski’s Synchronisms. But Monroe
and Stroe handle the flute’s often hackneyed
extended technique with restraint and to
good effect. Drift for the Yamaha Disklavier is
“microtonally conceived music for a fixed-pitch
equal-tempered instrument” goes all the way
back to Ives and is one of the better pieces for
this instrument, sounding, in places, like some
of the Conlon Nancarrow’s Studies and Carson
Cooman’s Music for Mechanical Piano. A composer unjustly not exactly in the mainstream
who writes beautiful, meaningful music, I look
forward to his next CD. II

written for her), she also displays a sympathetic
understanding of each work. Precise when
required, expansive when appropriate, at all
times sensitive, Fancher’s playing shows that
she has thought carefully about every phrase.
The disc includes recordings of several realtime
interactive works as well as pieces that
utilize the possibilities of electronic music in
other ways. Morton Subotnick’s large-scale,
six-section piece, In Two Worlds, originally
composed in 1987, remains highly effective
despite a couple of timbral/gestural lapses
in the electronic part. Reginald Bain’s Jovian
Images from 2008 provides “improvisational
frameworks” for the saxophonist together
with disembodied, haunting electronic sounds
that can be understood to mirror the liquid
and gaseous Jovian planets that served as his
inspiration. Those frameworks and Fancher’s
playing function beautifully in this setting.
Mark Engebretson’s piece SaxMax from
2006 contains many compelling and satisfyingly complex interrelations. For example, the

Other Worldly Sax
by Rodney Waschka II ©2009
One thing is clear: if you have any interest
whatsoever in music for saxophone and
electronics, then you need this disc. Yes, that’s
in addition to your “to-do list”, but there is
good news: it’s a great recording to enjoy
through repeated listening sessions.
Susan Fancher plays wonderfully here, and
setting aside the merits of the pieces for a
moment, her control and fluency on all three
saxophones is worth the price of admission.
Not just an advocate for new music (depending on how you count transcriptions, three or
four of the seven pieces recorded here were

second half includes what the composer calls
“seriously ‘munged’ homages” to several
jazz musicians, while the first half is successfully eery. Edmund Campion’s Corail (2001)
gives Fancher a chance to improvise on tenor
saxophone within the context of another
interactive environment including a variety
of “extended technique” sounds. Penelope’s
Song (2004/2007), composed by Judith Shatin,
provides an excellent pulsing contrast to some
of the meter-less music on the disc with its use
of the percussive sounds of a loom. Shatin’s
manipulation of the electronic sound together
with the contrapuntal line for the saxophone
and subtle timbral effects in the slow section
make for a gorgeous meditation on the life of
this Queen of Ithaca. James Sain’s Slammed
(2006) demands much of the saxophonist as
the composer intends that the work eventually
arrive at a point of psychosis. Fancher handles
it all with aplomb and the piece effectively
conveys an exciting sense of obsession through
the use of large-scale timbral strategies that
eventually lead to a saxophone part that is sufficiently detached
as to suggest the
hallucinations or
delusions of the
psychotic. The disc
closes with John
Anthony Lennon’s
Aeterna (1996). A
simple electronic
echo and alternating fingerings
give the work a
powerful sense of
both energy and
stasis. Recording
quality throughout
is excellent. Even if
you have no current
interest in music
for saxophone and
electronics, get this
disc and you will
develop a craving
for more. II

In Two Worlds

Susan Fancher, soprano, alto, and tenor saxophones with electronics.” • Morton
Subotnick: In Two Worlds • Reginald Bain: Jovian Images • Mark Engebretson: Sax Max •
Edmund Campion: Corail • Judith Shatin: Penelope’s Song • James Paul Sain: Slammed •
John Anthony Lennon: Aeterna. • Susan FANCHER, saxophones. Innova 736. Time: 68:58.
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VIRGIL
MOOREFIELD:

THINGS YOU MUST DO
TO GET TO HEAVEN
by Andrew Violette

The first piece, which he calls Five on Six,
is ‘five variations on six elements.” The six elements are 1) a diatonic five-note tutti of two
quavers and a triplet (a nod to Bruckner) 2)
a single note 3) a repeated chord the root of
which is always the dyad Eb/C 4) a palindromic rhythm of 16 sixteenths and 5) a motive,
borrowed from Ligeti, of a simple raised
minor second and 6) “a crass, ugly microtonal
guitar retort,” according to the composer.
Each motive is separated by a silence. Each
motive is transformed throughout the piece.
For instance, the single note motive begins
as a B played by the violin, transforms itself
into a C in the strings and percussion, grows
as a C ostinato based on the Bruckner
motive, evolves into a written accelerando

– ritardando in all the instruments and finally
recaps into a lone, low note on Bass Clarinet
and Cello. The other motives are similarly
transformed. The second piece, Crosswalk,
begins and ends with piano harmonics that
would make Henry Cowell proud. The middle
section has an almost Morton Feldman-esque
gravity to it: variations on
a six note phrase. In the
third piece, Eightball in
the Corner Wormhole, a
study in prime numbers,
the Bartok-ian nightsounds are considerably
more subtle than even
George Crumb. “I use the
microphone as a lens, “
says the composer, “guitar
switches, piano pedals,
clarinet flaps, swishing
brushes are all very closely
miked and amplified.”
This is significant because
Moorefield is one of
a growing number of
composer-producers (I
include myself in this
category) and has written
a book, The Producer
as Composer, MIT Press,
“from the illusion of reality
to the reality of illusion.”
Here he discusses how three producers:
Spector (Wall of Sound), Martin (confluence
of commercial and experimental techniques)
and Eno (the studio as a musical instrument
in its own right) conceptually transformed
music production in the last fifty years. (On a
personal note, when I put out Rave (Violette,
innova 674) I had the Wall of Sound in the
back of my mind during mastering.) The last
piece, Sixteen Sesterces, returns to many
of the motives in the first piece and “ties
together everything that’s been explored
in the previous three” (says the composer).
The beauty of Things You Must Do to Get to
Heaven is that it manages to convey a clear
structure using the fewest means (indeed he
simplifies the score in performance) while, at

Things You Must Do to Get to Heaven

Performed by Michael Lowenstern (bass clarinet), Tom Kolor (percussion), Stephen
Gosling (piano), Tom Chiu (violin), David Eggar (cello), Thad de Brock (guitar) and Virgil
Moorefield (conductor and percussionist) Innova 664. 38:21. 2007
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the same time, seducing the listener viscerally
by way of exactly notated effects worthy of
Messiaen. Two other shorter pieces round out
the CD: Sublimal and Arrival of the Crows.
In the credits, under “context”, Moorefield
writes, “Glenn Branca, BoaC, John Zorn,
Johnny Reinhard’s Microtonal Festival,
Salvatore Sciarrino, Olivier Messiaen, Elliot
Sharp’s various ensembles, and some guys
improving at CB’s Gallery a long time ago.”
He’s been a drummer for Glenn Branca, Elliott
Sharp and others.
Other recordings of Moorefield’s work include
The Temperature in Hell is Over 3000 Degrees
(Tzadik 1997) and Distractions on the Way
to the King’s party (Cuneiform 1994). There’s
a nice picture of a Joseph Cornell on the CD
cover (Untitled (Medici Princess)) which aptly
conveys the mystery within. Innova’s been
doing a good job getting these cutting-edge
but non-trendy composers out there. II

Americans in Rome
by Andrew Violette
The first thing that struck me was the
homogeneous style. These composers are
not the pioneering visionaries you’d expect
from an American disc. You’ll find no Conlon
Nancarrow, La Monte Young, Kenneth
Gaburo, Morton Feldman or Philip Glass
Instead you’ll find what Kyle Gann terms
“midtown” composers – those still working
within a tradition acceptable to mainstream
ticket and CD buyers of classical music. The
craftsmen on these discs reap the rewards
of a musical system which lauds those who
put out well-packaged and highly skilled
music appealing enough to woo the average
concertgoer who wants “something more”
than another rendition of Mahler but is still
put off by a premiere of Milton Babbitt.
Bridge’s Americans in Rome marks the history
and success of this institutional sponsorship
(Problem: how to create good music without
pandering). I juggled the first eighteen tracks
on disc A (vocal music), without reading the
copious notes beforehand, to see if I could
pick out the composers. I couldn’t. They all
sounded alike. But this is understandable.

Samuel Barber and his partner, Gian Carlo
Menotti, had already worked out the lingua
franca of this type of American art song
music which would appeal to a middle-brow
audience and it stuck – all the way to third
generation Robert Beaser.
This version of American music (a love affair
between our capitalism and Europe’s various
flavors of socialism) was officially sanctioned
in Roosevelt’s New Deal which funneled government cash into music projects for a middle
class (supposedly) hungry for culture with a
capital C. Enter Copland (along with Samuel
Barber, Roy Harris and others) who sought to
unite what critic Van Wyck Brooks in 1915
termed the false dichotomy between highbrow
and lowbrow, academic and pop, intellect and
pizzazz. He needed a recognizable American
style and found it under the Parisian tutelage of
Stravinsky-ite Nadia Boulanger.
I concur with Alex Ross’s statement in The
Rest is Silence, page 291, “If you were to take
a Stravinsky score such as the Octet or the
Symphonies of Wind Instruments, loosen up
the tightly controlled structure, and insert a
few melodies of the New England hymnal or
urban-jazzy type, you would have the beginnings of a Copland work such as Billy the Kid or
Appalachian Spring. The entire style is implicit in
the “Pastorale” of Histoire du soldat.”
Now take Samuel Barber, who knew a good
thing when he heard it. He blended Copland’s
new American sound with Sibelius’ Seventh
Symphony and voila! Vanessa and the hundreds
of Barber-Menotti modeled art-songs and
operas by hundreds of other composers
throughout the 20th century. Barber’s long, lush
lines, rich orchestral color and elastic bar-lines
mirror American diction perfectly (inspired
perhaps by late Janacek’s conversational Czech).
He was eminently soothing to an audience
weaned on Brahms. The Barber songs featured
on of this compendium, In the Dark Pinewood,
Beggar’s Song, Of That So Sweet Imprisonment
and Sleep Now, were composed “in short
order” and premiered at the Academy (1935)
when the composer was in his mid-twenties.
Barber himself was a vocalist (his aunt was Met
contralto Louise Homer). He studied both voice
and composition at Curtis (The recording to
hear Barber sing Barber is Great Performances
from the Library of Congress, Samuel Barber,

baritone and piano, Bridge 9156). On this CD
soprano Susan Narucki and baritone Chris
Pedro Trakas sing these early gems with careful
diction and what Copland called Barber’s
“absolute sincerity.”
Randall Thompson’s Siciliano (1978) is a lovely
song – even taking into account the unmistakable echoes of Britten’s Cole Porter inspired
Tell Me the Truth About Love. Its “flowing
melodic character” (quoting the program notes)
hearkens to the songs of the at-that-timediscredited Henry Cowell.
Sessions was the ur-university composer who
resisted Copland’s new simplicity. He remained
tied to the Schoenberg circle he befriended
on his trip to Berlin in the early 30s. The
Copland-Sessions concerts bridged this gap in a
mutual neo-classic/American expressionist hug.
Sessions became the spokesman for composers

“...this CD project was designed
to capture [a] community of composers,
reclaim their music and put it
in historical context.”

obeying only their “inner creative urge” with no
creative obligation to write in a more populist
style. (Query: What about the composer who
writes populist music out of his “inner creative
urge”?) Sessions influence as a teacher and
writer would spawn the whole post World War
II 12-tone crowd by way of his student Milton
Babbitt so much so that Kurt List would write
that Sessions’ atonal polyphony [would be] the
only valid “expression of modern America.” I
saw the American premiere of Roger Sessions’
Montezuma under Sarah Caldwell. The
costumes were abominable (Who wants to see
fat singers in terry-cloth?) but the complaint
at the time, that the orchestra buried the
singers, I thought was unfounded. Still, Richard
Aldag lightens the texture in his arrangement
recorded here of Malinche’s Aria (violin, cello,
flute, clarinet, piano, percussion) which brings
soprano Susan Narucki to the fore. It’s a stunning rendition.
spring 2010
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The CD is rounded off with two early neoclassic
songs by Elliott Carter, Warble for Lilac Time
and Voyage, composed for piano and voice
in the 1940s and later orchestrated (1970s)
on Carter’s return to the AAR. In these songs
Carter had not yet renounced the Church of
Copland. “I was particularly concerned with
giving my compositions an American flavor,” he
writes. In his Warble for Lilac Time he sought

to use “smooth, flowing diatonic lines in the
accompaniment and a lyric vocal line that
becomes increasingly rhapsodic as the song
progresses.” Later, of course, with the prodding
of the philosopher-cum-music critic Adorno and
the new Babbitt articles heralding the ecstasy
of hexachordal-inversional-combinatoriality,
Carter strayed from the party line. With this,
the American supported European welfare state
recipients at Darmstadt, headed by Boulez,
embraced the new Carter as a member of their
tribe. How they loved that dense, difficult First
String Quartet with its juxtaposed voices, each

Americans in Rome

independently getting-faster/getting-slower in
its jazzy, Ivesian way!
But that’s the future. Here the neoclassic Carter
is recorded beautifully by soprano Tony Arnold
and sensitively conducted by Scott Yoo with the
Colorado College Festival Orchestra. A new era
and the neo-romantics group hugged the old
Copland crowd: the “seven captivating works…
personal and searingly
communicative” (according
to Robert Beaser) of disc
B of this compendium
reflect that. As on disc A, I
juggled the tracks to see if I
could name the composers.
The only composer I got
right alas! was Alexander
Steinert and that was only
because his 19th century
late romanticism, by way
of Gabriel Faure by way
of Nadia Boulanger, stuck
out from the peek-a-boo
tonality offerings of the
late 1990s and early 21st
century. Steinert’s 1930
sonata for violin and
piano, beautifully played
by Donald Berman, piano,
and Sunghae Anna Lim,
violin, was rescued from
out-of-print oblivion by
Mr. Berman. Leo Sowerby
wrote in 1928, “The sonata
is reminiscent of Ravel, though the workmanship is splendid.” It was a pleasure to hear the
recording. Once.
The others on disc B are pleasantly generic.
True, Paul Moravec toys with the BACH motive,
Stephen Hartke explores Renaissance counterpoint, Aaron Jay Kernis gets his shtick from a
Mozart string trio and Martin Bresnick has his
extended cello technique. Still, to these ears,
they were all written with much skill and no
particular personality. (P.S. I realize that these
are Very-Distinguished-and-Lauded-American-

Music by Fellows of the American Academy in Rome, Donald Berman, Artistic Director, 4
Discs, Bridge Records 9271A/D 2008.
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Composers so I’m willing to concede that I
may be a third rate composer myself whose
ears cannot discern the maverick in Moravec,
the genius in Kernis or the pioneering-edge in
Bresnick. On the other hand, the answer to my
perception of their collective sameness might
lie in their collective eagerness to please.) Disc
C features an “assemblage of piano music
[which] spans a period of almost seventy years,”
says Yehudi Wyner’s program notes. There’s an
offering of George Rochberg’s Bagatelles (1952)
before he went functionally tonal in his Third
String Quartet. It’s expertly executed by Donald
Berman, who, by the way, performs all the
piano music on disc C.
In Lukas Foss’ Fantasy Rondo (1944) the
composer, according to Berman, “openly
bows to the swing tradition of its time and is
saturated with toe-tapping tunes.” Mr. Berman
savors every beautiful moment in the piece but
he doesn’t connect all those beautiful moments
into a coherent whole. The work should swing
but Berman’s tempo is so slow it’s danced with
leaden feet. (Listen to Foss Plays Foss, Elysium,
ELY 724 2003. The composer-pianist’s dance
rhythms move; the attacks are crisp; the pedal
light. Foss plays the contrasting sections of his
Rondo so clearly that the structure leaps out.)
Disc D features music for winds and piano and,
as one would expect of American instrumentalists, the performances are uniformly technically
excellent. With the creation in the 60s of the
National Endowment for the Arts and The Ford
Foundation cash flowed from government and
big corporate sponsors into the hands of the
composer – provided the composer was willing
to write in the received style of the time. (Sorry,
no money for minimalists – this is the age of
international dodecaphony. Philip Glass and
Steve Reich would have to go into the furniture
moving business. But Charles Wuorinen,
George Perle, Harvey Solberger and company
as well as all their students – take our money,
please!). Yehudi Wyner and Andrew Imbrie both
embrace this systematically intellectual nontonal writing that seems made to be analyzed in
a university course on American late twentieth
century contrapuntal technique. But who cares
if you listen? – though Imbrie’s Dandelion
Wine (played with technical proficiency by the
Collage Music Ensemble) is, as a matter of fact,
a beautifully written, artfully executed species
of this style and Yehudi Wyner’s Commedia

+

(also expertly played by the composer at the
piano and Richard Stoltzman on the clarinet)
is interesting of its type. David Lang is the lone
post-minimalist. He, along with fellow students
of the Yale School of Music in the 80s, Julia
Wolfe and Michael Gordon, wrote Bang on
a Can’s Manifesto, “We had the simplicity,
energy and drive of pop music in our ears…
but we also had the idea…that composing was exalted.” Lang’s Vent heard here
features the usual steady pulsing but also a
peculiarly hypnotic second section though the
performers, Donald Berman (piano) and Patti
Monson (flute), don’t quite get the downtown
style. (Benefit of the doubt: I don’t have the
score but the execution sounds a little too
careful, not pop enough, to my ears – but
it could be the piece itself.) The disc ends
with Harold Shapero’s Six for Five Wind
Quintet (1995) – a musical dessert. Berman
writes that “this CD project was designed
to capture [a] community of composers,
reclaim their music and put it in historical
context.” “The time was ripe for reassessing
the canons of twentieth century American
music,” he continues. Mr. Berman, searching
the steel drawers of the Academy’s three
thousand plus scores, unearthed “among
the more obscure personalities” some
interesting music. But has the AAR really
played “a unique role in nurturing American
composers,” as Adele Chatfield-Taylor, its
president, asserts? Yes, if you happen to
be a composer known to Isaac Stern, who
exclaimed that, “every important American
composer in the twentieth century was
associated with the Academy.” But one look
at Mr. Stern’s discography would convince
you that, though a great virtuoso, he was
hardly an authority on contemporary music.
So in the end I can’t help but think what
Elliott Carter’s pen-pal put forth in his Essays
Before a Sonata. Charles Ives, premiere
American musical visionary, wrote, “Possibly
the more our composer accepts from his
patron ‘et al’ the less he will accept from
himself. It may be possible that a day in a
Kansas wheat field will do more for him
than three years in Rome.” And here’s to
you Chuck! II
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CORY, Eleanor: Chasing Time. Albany, Also Three Songs; String Qrt. #2; Conversation; Mirrors.
Albany, mp3 download.
DELLAIRA, Michael: Selections from Chéri. Passages recorded live from the Actors Studio
Workshop Production. Albany Records, Troy 1129.
HICKEY, Sean: On The Art Of The Cello – Two Hundred Years Of Cello Masterpeices. Dmitry
Kouzov & David Laul (pno). Also music by Shostakovich, Rostropovich, Beethoven, Schumann.
Marquis 774718.
LASTOVICKA, Chris: Fortune Has Turned. Shanti and 4 more works. Ahari Press. 853582001.
2005
MOE, Eric: Siren Songs (6) sung by Elizabeth Farnum; & a Warm Hello from the Alien Ant Farm;
Sonnets to Orpheus. Albany, mp3 downloads.
SHATIN, Judith: Penelope’s Song. On In Two Worlds. Also music by Subotnick, Bain, Engebretson,
Campion, Sain and John Anthony Lennon. Susan Fancher (saxes) & electronics. Innova 736.

SILVERMAN, Faye Ellen: Manhattan Stories. “Dialogue; Dialogue continued; Love Song.” 16
more. Albany, mp3 download
WILSON, Richard: Brash Attacks. Ironies; Timeshare; Sour Flowers; 4 more. Troy1080.
NMC requests that supporters inform us of their new CD’s promptly.
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book
Theresa Sauer:

Notations 21
Published by Mark Batty Publisher, New York 2008
by Frank Retzel
“We live in an incredible time
in music history – here is
only a small sampling of the
evidence.” With these words
from the Preface, Theresa Sauer
launches her 40-year revisiting
of John Cage’s unique book
Notations. As Cage sampled the
notational evidence at mid-20th
Century, Notations 21 is timely
with its view of score practice
early in the 21st century.
Like Cage’s book, numerous
composers are represented
(here over 100), placed not
according to the type of music
but alphabetically.
Composers were asked to
contribute a small section of
one or more compositions and
were asked to write a statement or description about their work. Several of those
commissioned treated the book as a forum and submitted essays on topics such as
notation, contemporary music, graphic notation and the creative process. I totally
agree with Sauer “all are completely fascinating and unique.” At 320 pages, 8 1/2
x 11 inches format and color used throughout, this is a gorgeous book, as visually
striking as it is provocative.
Comparison with Cage’s book is unavoidable, and here we see some glaring
differences in subject approach. The 1968 Notations uses a cross sampling of
graphic and indeterminate scores and those in conventional (or nearly so) notation.
One noticeable difference is that virtually all examples are in the composer’s
hand. Several contributions are of composer sketches. There also seems to be
a democracy of musical styles with conservative and radical artists existing in a
peaceful kingdom. The accompanying text was typical Cage: one to sixty-four
words (often cryptic) chosen with I-Ching chance operations and applied to the
two hundred and sixty-nine composers. Notations is for a specialized reader, one
who understands mid-20th Century notation and the many styles in existence.
There is a wealth of personalities revealed in the examples chosen and in the
composers’ manuscript. Creative processes and work methods are often reflected
in the writer’s pen. Here is Aaron Copland’s thought on the matter: “Examining a
music manuscript, inevitably I sense the man behind the notes. The fascination of a
composer’s notation is the fascination of human personality.”
Beyond the examples of contemporary manuscript, Cage provided a few examples
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of music where score beauty is on an equal
par with the distinctive quality of the music
(eg. Roman Haubenstock-Ramati’s Mobile
for Shakespeare). Graphic or indeterminate
notation often could approach the level of
conceptual art where the visual beauty of the
score was equal to the sound upon realization.
It is with this type of score that Notations 21
really hits its mark. From one page to the next
we are presented with a bevy of pages suitable
for framed display. Is the visual beauty, though,
the only criterion for inclusion?
Theresa Sauer takes a cue from composer Earle
Brown. After quoting the innovative composer
on ‘open’ or ‘available’ form she writes “In
other words, the identity of notation comes
from its purpose for the creation of music, a
phenomenon that can allow for spectacular
variations in musical scores (Foreword p.
10).” She writes that she has “examined this
phenomenon and the impact it has had on
performance as well as our collective consciousness as consumers of art and music.” The result
is Notations 21.
From one piece (and composer) to another we
see the “spectacular variation” spoken of in the
Foreword. There is the occasional work in traditional pitch/rhythmic notation. These all are of
an evolved modernist aesthetic. Then, there are
a great variety of graphic scores and scores that
equally impact the visual and aural. A wonderful
feature of Notations 21 is the composer’s note
following many of the score pages. These help
to explain the notational symbols and the visual
component and/or provide a program note of
meaning. There are some wonderful essays
that examine the concept of notation in today’s
world or more directly in the particular writer’s
world. Here’s a small sample. After presenting
composer Robert Fleisher’s Mandala 3: Trigon
for soprano saxophone in score, a concise
set of notes explains how to read the music.
Following this, Fleisher’s essay ‘Being of Sound
(and Visual) Mind’ explores the topic of notation via Cage’s book, Schoenberg’s concept,
the visual/aural sense of Klee and Kandinsky,
through Crumb and Haubenstock-Ramati. Four
very unique graphic works are presented by
composer William Hellermann. Following this is
an extended letter written to composer Philip
Corner to discuss “Score Art.”

Theresa Sauer, the composer who put the whole
volume together, is represented by her work
Parthenogenesis, written for da’uli da’uli (a kind
of xylophone) and an unspecified number of
female voices. In the note, she states that “the
mother Komodo dragon and her genetic code
are the source of all the lines and other designs
within the score (p. 207).” A further program
note discusses the meaning of ‘parthenogenesis.’ I’d love to see the rest of the score. That
holds true for so many examples in Notations
21. Considering that a certain number of these
are a type of intermedia (e.g., the visual is a
notational trigger for the audio), I am curious
how the style and design of notation might
dictate the style of the individual composer, and
might dictate the style of the realized composition. I have thought for a while about this very
thing in my own music and am intrigued to see
a volume exploring the same concepts.
My only criticism is that music of a more
conservative nature (in sonic design and
notational directive) is not included. So many
countries and cultures, so many traditions of
music are represented that anything possible
would seem to be covered. Yet, going from the
earlier compendium of Cage’s book with its
myriad styles to the 21st Century graphic art of
this new volume, one could easily be misled into
thinking it reflects the mainstream. What about
John Adams, Philip Glass, Arvo Part, film music?
Theresa Sauer, in her Foreword, mentions the
close deadline in order to meet the 40th anniversary of Notations. She seems to hope that
further editions will come out which can include
examples not in this volume. That would be
welcome: it truly would allow for the continued
Forum on new music, notation, art and music,
creative process, etc. already launched.
What we have in Notations 21 is a beautifully rendered volume on notation. Beyond
the composers, students and scholars of
20th/21st Century music, one can easily
imagine this book in the hands of artists and
art historians, and anyone who appreciates a
book with stunning visuals. Bravo! II

Joseph W. Polisi

American Muse

The Life and Times of William Schuman
Amadeus Press 2008
www.schuman-americanmuse.com
by Barry L. Cohen
I recall with some amusement the New
York premiere of William Schuman’s
Tenth Symphony at Carnegie Hall
in 1979. At the request of a coworker who wanted to bring her three
sisters visiting the U.S. from Korea to
a concert, I called the box office to see
what they had scheduled. I was told by
the gentleman on the other end of the
phone line that the hall was premiering
Schumann’s [sic] Tenth Symphony. At
first I was a bit nonplused by the man’s
pronunciation and wondered if he had
made a mistake. I knew only too well
that Robert Schumann had written
but four symphonies. “Oh, you mean
Bill ‘Shoeman’,” I finally suggested.
But apparently the composer did favor
the Germanic pronunciation and once
misled a clerk at G. Schirmer’s (an old
friend of mine) when he asked for the
score of his First Symphony and was
given Robert’s instead.
According to Joseph Polisi, the author of this 595-page long biography, the composer
withdrew his first symphony, so that anecdote may have been apocryphal. Polisi, sixth
president of the Juilliard School, has written the first extended biography of a remarkable figure; An American Muse is a lively, well-focused and often unflattering look at a
man the author characterizes as idealistic, ambitious and pugnacious.
For certain, there are those who have qualms about Schuman’s place in the hierarchy
of American composers. He was not what you would call a musical prodigy. Though
undoubtedly talented, he came to musical maturity rather late in life, in fact, not unlike
Aaron Copland, with whom Polisi often compares Schuman. But the author refrains
from simply concentrating on Schuman as a musician, preferring to integrate all of the
various facets of his vigorous life as composer, teacher, and administrator, into a vivid
and readable portrait.
The Tenth Symphony turned out to be just what might have been expected by the
audience: brash, dissonant, overpoweringly loud in its fortissimos, and generally
complex for both listener and performer. (I noticed one of the sisters with her hands on
her ears.) Admittedly it was one of the few works of his I had heard live, being familiar
mostly with his New England Tryptich, now an orchestral warhorse. Polisi includes in
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his Chapter XIII, “A Composer Now Free of His Shackles,” several letters
to the composer. One by Joseph Machlis (who liked the Tenth) makes
ungentlemanly reference to “the idiot who passes for a critic on the
Times,” who was “sure you wrote the way you did because you had not
heard what’s being done these days.” Machlis then makes the point, “Did
it ever occur to him that you wrote the way you did precisely because you
had heard exactly what’s being done these days?”
The symphony was Schuman’s favorite form – he had written six by the
time he reached age 39, and those include his most oft performed – but
he wrote at least 90 more works in other forms, as well, though with less
critical success. Take his opera The Mighty Casey, for example, and the
circumstances behind it. Growing up in a family that was business-oriented, he learned to play the violin and piano. But, as a typical American
kid, he liked playing baseball far more than practicing music. Eventually,
he became friends with Frank Loesser, and they composed a few songs
together that went nowhere. While it was a step in his development, a
sign, perhaps, that vocal music was not destined to be his strong point,
he never accepted that.
The Mighty Casey was an attempt to emulate Menotti and produce a
successful Broadway opera. The backing fell through, however, and he
settled for a bid from TV’s Omnibus program. The production proved
a total disaster, and the critics lambasted it. The Times called the work
“essentially unvocal,” and later John Rockwell judged the opera a poem
“inflated into bloated sentimentality.”
Polisi feels that Schuman was far ahead of the audience in compositional
complexity, and it was his refusal to pander to popular taste that became
his bete noire. The author himself plays the retrospective observer by
seeing much of Schuman’s music today as far superior to those hasty
judgments made by the press. Schuman was a fast composer who could
handle several commissions at once. The story of his Violin Concerto is
interesting in that he learned to defer to the opinion of a strong conductor like Serge Koussevitsky who advised him to be careful about whom he
chose to perform his concerto. After a poor start with Samuel Dushkin, he
decided to go with Isaac Stern, in whose hands the work was a resounding success.
Though not especially known for his choral music, Polisi ranks such works
as Mail Order Madrigal and Carols of Death highly, along with his passionate two works written for Martha Graham (Night Journey and Judith) and
his Ninth Symphony.
Nonetheless, when looking back, Schuman matured much faster as an
educator than composer. Even before graduating Columbia U.’s Teacher’s
College in 1939 he landed a post at Sarah Lawrence College that was to
last for ten years. He became something of a legendary teacher there. It
led to his assignment at Juilliard at the age of 35. His reputation there
grew fast and he became the logical choice to serve as the president
of the new Lincoln Center in 1962, where things did not go his way
at first since he did not see eye to eye with Board Chairman John D.
Rockefeller III. Schuman demanded far greater funding than Rockefeller
considered reasonable. That was highlighted by Schuman’s remark made
at Princeton: “... [the problem] with all of us in the performing arts is not
that our deficits are too large, but that they are too small.”
Schuman drove himself hard and was often oblivious to other people’s
feelings. The most disarming example of Schuman’s insensitivity, if
not outright bad manners, occurred at a meeting of the Naumburg
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Foundation in 1971. Juilliard String Quartet
violinist Robert Mann recalled the meeting’s
matter-of-fact tone in which Board president
Peter Mennin delivered an outline of the
foundation’s budgetary issues. As the meeting
came to a close, Schuman looked at him and
said in front of everybody, ”Pete, that’s actually
amateursville.” Everyone was stunned, and
Mennin was so hurt that at the ensuing dinner
he announced his resignation as president
on the spot. Needless to say, the relationship
between the two men remained icy until they
had a late rapprochement just before Mennin’s
death after he had succeeded Schuman as
president of Lincoln Center.
Actually, this was an odd episode in
Schuman’s career, since in public he always
maintained a cool and proper self-control. I
recall the televised Leonard Bernstein 65th
birthday event, hosted by Schuman, in which
many musical figures delivered toasts and
kudos. At one point Aaron Copland took the
floor and spoke of Bernstein’s discovery by
Serge Koussevitsky. But Copland got carried
away and slid into a digressive reminiscence
of the good work of Koussevitsky on behalf
of modern music. Schuman, seeing he had
to bring the talk back to the honoree, quietly
and tactfully suggested that Lenny impressed
many important figures, “wouldn’t you say,
Aaron?” And Copland promptly agreed.
But Polisi does not skirt Schuman’s strained
disagreements with Rockefeller over the
depth and breadth of activities the former
envisioned for Lincoln Center. The struggles
that went on very much due to Schuman’s
uncompromising ambitions affected everyone
internally, including himself, and his role there
came to an end in 1969 after a massive heart
attack nearly killed him. He stayed on as a
consultant, but saw the opportunity to get
back to composing as a silver lining.
Though Polisi disagrees with Schuman’s belief
that composers can teach everything there is
to know about music, he does rate Schuman
as one of the most important educators and
administrators of the arts in American history.
He backs it up with an editorial by Times chief
critic Edward Rothstein, “Not since the last
century has a composer shown such institutional prowess and such a consistent practical
vision. ... His public role will not soon be
filled.”
Only time will tell if that is how he will be
judged by history. II
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By Barry L. Cohen

The holiday season is never devoid of concert
choices to check out, but it’s unlikely that the
devotee of new music will ever wring his hands
over which Handel’s Messiah to attend. So this
past December we (Rose and I) were delighted
to have the opportunity to look in on something
that we have missed, but which has nonetheless
become a New York tradition at this time of year,
an event that celebrates Chistmas in a rather
offbeat way, to say the least. It’s the late Al
Carmines’ Christmas Rappings, a theater piece that
defies classification.
Done at the most likely venue, the Judson
Memorial Church, where the Right Reverent
Carmines served as Assistant Minister to Howard
Moody for many years, it was a rambunctious
event, with over 100 soloists, choristers, dancers
and speakers all converging on this quasi-oratorio.
At times gingerly stepping into theatrical territory
staked out by Leonard Bernstein in his Mass,
“Rappings” ranges from sincere piety (the final
“Amen”) to outright playfulness (“Hail, Mary, Full
of Grace”) and whirlwind summations (“..and they
begat,” in Genealogy).
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How can anyone justly credit the featured singers
and dancers in this production? There were, for
example, no less than five Marys performing in six
scenes, so it is perhaps unfair to single out Megan
Thomas for the very last, very moving “Waiting.”
There were several outstanding women soloists,
and I should mention flutist/piccolist Amy
Lawrence. The standout male singer was veteran
bass-baritone Gary Giardina, who sang the part of
Herod in “Go and Search Diligently for the Child.”
And let us praise DJ Salisbury and Thom Fogarty
for miraculously coordinating the dance sequences
so that everything was comprehensible (sort of).
Al Carmines, who died in 2005, is rememberedby
the many whose lives he touched. Among those
were the production people, director Russell Treyz
and Judson Theater producer Michael Burke, with
a nod of appreciation going to music director
Brent Frederick.
The simple idea of keeping this free-wheeling
spectacle alive each Christmas has been worth
the effort, for the name of Al Carmines must not
be allowed to fall into an occasionally interrupted
obscurity. II
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